[Monocytic B-cells represent a new cell population that is mainly recruited from unmutated polyconal naive B-cells].
Monocytoid B-cells appear as a distinct B-cell population in a number of lymphadenopathies but above all in Piringer's lymphadenopathy. Up until now, their assignment to a recognised B-cell subpopulation has not been conclusively achieved. Immunohistological studies have shown characteristics in common with the tumour cells of hairy cell leukemia and also with so-called splenic marginal zone cells. In order to unequivocally clarify their B-cell differentiation stage we have isolated single monocytoid B-cells from immunostained frozen sections and have analysed their immunoglobulin chain gene rearrangements. In addition we have studied the Ig-expression of monocytoid B-cells at both the RNA and protein levels.